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Any program is a model of a 

model within a theory of a model 

of an abstraction of some portion 

of the world or of some universe 

of discourse.

Meir M Lehman
"Programs, Life Cycles, and Laws of Software Evolution"



The purpose of abstraction is not 

to be vague, but to create a new 

semantic level in which one can 

be absolutely precise.

Edsger W Dijkstra



It’s just semantics.



It’s just meaning.



It’s just details.





Details count.

Peter Weinberger



Geeks are people who 

love something so much 

that all the details matter.

Marissa Mayer



We're talking about a very 

specific mindset that is crucial 

when it comes to the act of 

creating.

Will Gompertz

Think Like an Artist



It is an attitude that can be 

encapsulated in a simple but 

demanding rule: always think 

both big picture and fine detail.

Will Gompertz

Think Like an Artist
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architecture
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details
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Architecture represents the 

significant design decisions 

that shape a system, where 

significant is measured by 

cost of change.

Grady Booch









single-threaded
processes
multithreading
processes
actors
coroutines
event-driven
interrupt-driven



Cloneable



ICloneable



Clonablee





<windows.h>



16-bit



32-bit



64-bit



LLP64



LP64



Architecture is a hypothesis, 

that needs to be proven by 

implementation and 

measurement.

Tom Gilb





If a plot works out exactly as 
you first planned, you're not 
working loosely enough to 
give room to your imagination 
and instincts.



/ WordFriday



pantser, noun
▪ Writer who writes by the seat of their pants.

▪ In contrast to a plotter, a pantser doesn't 

work to (or have) an outline.
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Programming is 
a design activity.

Jack W Reeves
What Is Software Design?



... premature optimization is 
the root of all evil (or at least 
most of it) in programming.

Donald Knuth



... premature optimization is 
the root of all evil (or at least 
most of it) in programming.

Donald Knuth



... premature optimization is 
the root of all evil (or at least 
most of it) in programming.

Donald Knuth



sort



def is_sorted(seq):

pairs = zip(seq, islice(seq, 1, None))

return all(i <= j for i, j in pairs)

sort = sorted

assert is_sorted(sort([3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9]))



O(n log n)



O(n2)



def is_sorted(seq):

pairs = zip(seq, islice(seq, 1, None))

return all(i <= j for i, j in pairs)

sort = permutation_sort

assert is_sorted(sort([3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9]))



def is_sorted(seq):

pairs = zip(seq, islice(seq, 1, None))

return all(i <= j for i, j in pairs)

def permutation_sort(seq):

return next(

each for each in permutations(seq)

if is_sorted(each))

sort = permutation_sort

assert is_sorted(sort([3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9]))



O(n!)



def is_sorted(seq):

pairs = zip(seq, islice(seq, 1, None))

return all(i <= j for i, j in pairs)

def bogosort(seq):

while not is_sorted(seq):

seq = random.sample(seq, len(seq))

return seq

sort = bogosort

assert is_sorted(sort([3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9]))



OMG!



$ cat > sleepsort

while [ -n "$1" ]

do

(sleep $1; echo $1) &

shift

done

wait

$ chmod +x sleepsort

$ ./sleepsort 3 1 4 1 5 9

1

1

3

4

5

9



O(n)



https://xkcd.com/1831/



http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/03/23/npm_left_pad_chaos/





function leftpad (str, len, ch) {
str = String(str);

var i = -1;

if (!ch && ch !== 0) ch = ' ';

len = len - str.length;

while (++i < len) {
str = ch + str;

}

return str;
}

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/03/23/npm_left_pad_chaos/



var cache = [
'',
' ',
'  ',
'   ',
'    ',
'     ',
'      ',
'       ',
'        ',
'         '

];

function leftPad (str, len, ch) {
// convert `str` to `string`
str = str + '';
// `len` is the `pad`'s length now
len = len - str.length;
// doesn't need to pad
if (len <= 0) return str;
// `ch` defaults to `' '`
if (!ch && ch !== 0) ch = ' ';
// convert `ch` to `string`
ch = ch + '';
// cache common use cases
if (ch === ' ' && len < 10) return cache[len] + str;
// `pad` starts with an empty string
var pad = '';
// loop
while (true) {
// add `ch` to `pad` if `len` is odd
if (len & 1) pad += ch;
// divide `len` by 2, ditch the remainder
len >>= 1;
// "double" the `ch` so this operation count grows logarithmically on `len`
// each time `ch` is "doubled", the `len` would need to be "doubled" too
// similar to finding a value in binary search tree, hence O(log(n))
if (len) ch += ch;
// `len` is 0, exit the loop
else break;

}
// pad `str`!
return pad + str;

}

https://github.com/stevemao/left-pad/blob/master/index.js



function leftpad(content, length, pad) {
content = String(content)
pad = String(pad || pad === 0 ? pad : ' ')[0]
var left = Math.max(length - content.length, 0)
return pad.repeat(left) + content

}



truths = {
"Padding an empty string to a length of 0 results in an empty string":

leftpad("", 0, "X") === "",
"Padding a non-empty string to a shorter length results in the same string":

leftpad("foobar", 3, "X") === "foobar",
"Padding a non-empty string to a negative length results in the same string":

leftpad("foobar", -3, "X") === "foobar",
"Padding a non-empty string to its length results in the same string":

leftpad("foobar", 6, "X") === "foobar",
"Padding to a longer length with a single character fills to the left":

leftpad("foobar", 8, "X") === "XXfoobar",
"Padding to a longer length with surplus characters fills using only first":

leftpad("foobar", 10, "XY") === "XXXXfoobar",
"Padding to a longer length with an empty string fills with space":

leftpad("foobar", 8, "") === "  foobar",
"Padding to a longer length with no specified fill fills with space":

leftpad("foobar", 9) === "   foobar",
"Padding to a longer length with integer 0 fills with 0":

leftpad("foobar", 7, 0) === "0foobar",
"Padding to a longer length with single-digit integer fills with digit":

leftpad("foobar", 10, 1) === "1111foobar",
"Padding to a longer length with multiple-digit integer fills with first digit":

leftpad("foobar", 10, 42) === "4444foobar",
"Padding to a longer length with negative integer fills with -":

leftpad("foobar", 8, -42) === "--foobar",
"Padding a non-string uses string representation":

leftpad(4.2, 5, 0) === "004.2",
}
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toMap = object => new Map(Object.entries(object))

format = (proposition, ok) =>
proposition.fontcolor(ok ? "green" : "red") + "<br>"

present = truths =>
toMap(truths).forEach(

(ok, proposition) => write(format(proposition, ok)))

present(truths)



Padding an empty string to a length of 0 results in an empty string

Padding a non-empty string to a shorter length results in the same string

Padding a non-empty string to a negative length results in the same string

Padding a non-empty string to its length results in the same string

Padding to a longer length with a single character fills to the left

Padding to a longer length with surplus characters fills using only first

Padding to a longer length with an empty string fills with space

Padding to a longer length with no specified fill fills with space

Padding to a longer length with integer 0 fills with 0

Padding to a longer length with single-digit integer fills with digit

Padding to a longer length with multiple-digit integer fills with first digit

Padding to a longer length with negative integer fills with -

Padding a non-string uses string representation



Padding an empty string to a length of 0 results in an empty string

Padding a non-empty string to a shorter length results in the same string

Padding a non-empty string to a negative length results in the same string

Padding a non-empty string to its length results in the same string

Padding to a longer length with a single character fills to the left

Padding to a longer length with surplus characters fills using only first

Padding to a longer length with an empty string fills with space

Padding to a longer length with no specified fill fills with space

Padding to a longer length with integer 0 fills with 0

Padding to a longer length with single-digit integer fills with digit

Padding to a longer length with multiple-digit integer fills with first digit

Padding to a longer length with negative integer fills with -

Padding a non-string uses string representation



The connections between 
modules are the assumptions 
which the modules make 
about each other.

David Parnas



Code you own

Platform

Programming languages, operating systems, middleware, services, etc.

Code you don’t

Market

Customers, product requirements, domain, governance, etc.



Simple Testing Can Prevent 

Most Critical Failures

An Analysis of Production Failures in 

Distributed Data-Intensive Systems

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi14/osdi14-paper-yuan.pdf





Schiaparelli’s Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) went 
about its business of calculating the lander’s rotation 
rate. For some reason, the IMU calculated a saturation-
maximum period that persisted for one second longer 
than what would normally be expected at this stage.

When the IMU sent this bogus information to the craft’s 
navigation system, it calculated a negative altitude.

http://gizmodo.com/a-crazy-miscalculation-doomed-the-sciaparelli-lander-1789319670





Because of the error in the estimated 
attitude that occurred at parachute 
inflation, the GNC Software projected 
the RDA range measurements with an 
erroneous off-vertical angle and 
deduced a negative altitude (cosinus of 
angles > 90 degrees are negative).



cos(off_vertical)



cos(off_vertical) ≥ 0



Assumption:

cos(off_vertical) ≥ 0



Assumption:

off_vertical ≤ ½π

Therefore:

cos(off_vertical) ≥ 0



https://twitter.com/KevlinHenney/status/1252952622128128000



Precondition:

off_vertical ≤ ½π

Postcondition:

cos(off_vertical) ≥ 0



Given:

off_vertical ≤ ½π

Then:

cos(off_vertical) ≥ 0



If:

off_vertical ≤ ½π

Then:

cos(off_vertical) ≥ 0

Else:

?



That fateful miscalculation set off a cascade of despair, 
triggering the premature release of the parachute and 
the backshell, a brief firing of the braking thrusters, and 
activation of the on-ground systems as if Schiaparelli had 
already reached the surface.

This all happened while the vehicle was still two miles 
(3.7 km) above ground.

http://gizmodo.com/a-crazy-miscalculation-doomed-the-sciaparelli-lander-1789319670



Almost all catastrophic failures 

are the result of incorrect 

handling of non-fatal errors 

explicitly signalled in software.

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi14/osdi14-paper-yuan.pdf



A majority of the production 

failures (77%) can be 

reproduced by a unit test.

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi14/osdi14-paper-yuan.pdf





Testing Is the 

Engineering

Rigor of Software 

Development

Neal Ford





Soyuz fails to deliver 19 

satellites from Vostochny

http://www.russianspaceweb.com/meteor-m2-1.html



Although the information is still preliminary, it is 

increasingly clear that all the hardware aboard 

the Fregat upper stage performed as planned.

But, almost unbelievably, the flight control system 

on the Fregat did not have the correct settings 

for the mission originating from the new launch 

site in Vostochny, as opposed to routine launches 

from Baikonur and Plesetsk.

http://www.russianspaceweb.com/meteor-m2-1.html



configuration



code



Early Detection of 

Configuration Errors to 

Reduce Failure Damage

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi16/osdi16-xu.pdf



Our study shows that many of today’s 

mature, widely used software systems 

are subject to latent configuration 

errors in their critically important 

configurations.

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi16/osdi16-xu.pdf



Normally screws are so cheap and small and 

simple you think of them as unimportant.

But now, as your Quality awareness 

becomes stronger, you realize that this one, 

individual, particular screw is neither cheap 

nor small nor unimportant.

Robert M Pirsig
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance



Right now this screw is worth exactly the 

selling price of the whole motorcycle, 

because the motorcycle is actually valueless 

until you get the screw out.

With this reevaluation of the screw comes a 

willingness to expand your knowledge of it.

Robert M Pirsig
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
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